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Interfaith Harmony & Peace

Primary Health Care

Pakistan is a Land of Great Diversity, for thousands of
years; communities with different cultural, ethnic and
religious backgrounds have been living on this land with
peace and understanding.
However, events in the past four decades have badly
affected this climate of tolerance and coexistence
among its inhabitants. Wars in the region, persecution
of groups in the name of faith, lack of political will and
good governance; and arbitrary enforcement of laws have
contributed towards escalation of biases and ultimately
violence against vulnerable segments of the society,
particularly against religious minorities.
Keeping in view of the growing intolerance and
extremism in the country, Tahzeeb is committed to
promote interfaith harmony, peace and social coexistence
through various activities such as community based
awareness raising programs, fostering peace through
FM-Radio channels, delivering lectures on peace,
harmony and promoting tolerance across different
educational institutions belong to both public and private
sectors.
Environment & Climate Change

Good coordination of health care and good regulation
of aid is important to make sure that health care is
provided to everybody at a standard level.
Organizational
effectiveness
requires
learning,
communication, initiative and risk-taking.
These elements are often absent in bureaucratic and
highly formalized structures existing mainly in the public
sector.
Tahzeeb stresses prevention rather than cure.
It relies on home self-help, community participation,
and technology that the people find acceptable,
appropriate, and affordable.

Human activity has caused at least half of climate change
in the last half-century, hundreds of scientists say.
In Pakistan, earthquake of 2005, frequent cyclones hitting
the coastal belts of Baluchistan and Sindh; heavy floods
in 2010 and severe monsoon rains of 2011 are giving
Pakistan a wake-up call to our activities today not only
for us, but for many generations to come.
Tahzeeb is committed to sensitize communities and
youth to initiate environmental friendly initiatives to
become resilient of environmental affects and to be
able to avoid vulnerability to natural disasters.

Transforming Lives
of
Marginalized

Tahzeeb Development Foundation

Besides this, we help the elderly become aware of
their own rights so that they could get their due
attention at family, community and public sector
institutions and are able to play an active role in society.
Youth Empowerment

Pakistan is a young country and the youth of any
country is the most valuable asset for a country’s
sustainable socio-economic, cultural and political
development. Pakistan is among those countries,
which are currently witnessing a substantial increase
in young population.
Tahzeeb through its trained volunteers and partner
organizations is encouraging youth to show their
participation which would make them realize their
significance in the well being of the society. Tahzeeb is
looking forward to this theme as the long term
program for youth development so that, they will be
strong
enough
in
crises
management,
entrepreneurship development, political participation
at local level and analytical in their way of thinking and
will be emotionally more balanced citizens of the society.

Tahzeeb House:
Katchery Road, Opposite District Session
Court, Khairpur Mirs’ Sindh
Land line: +92-243-715055
Website: www.tahzeeb.org.pk
E-mail: info@tahzeeb.org.pk
Tahzeeb Development Foundation
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Mission
To bring about a paradigm shift in human development
through qualitative and purposeful processes of change.

Our Services

Education & Literacy

Core Values
Tahzeeb strongly believes in transparency, accountability, gender equity participation and creativity.
Our belief
We firmly believe that unless local communities are
involved proactively in the process of development,
sustainable change will not happen. So, believing in this
principle of ‘Civic Driven Change’, We sensitize the local
citizenry in order to make them partners in its mission.
Organizational Governance
Credibility and accountability have always been the
bench mark for Tahzeeb Development Foundation and
are achieved through the promotion of principles of
good governance in the processes and practices.
The organizational governance/ Board has an advisory
role and providing constructive criticism on the
working of the organization, designing strategies
and plans to accomplish its mission.
Geographical Coverage
With its headquarter existed in second largest district of
Sindh, Khairpur Mirs’; Tahzeeb has been coordinating
and implementing various developmental programs
through its core network of partners covering Sindh,
Coastal communities of Baluchistan and Southern Punjab in Pakistan.

Tahzeeb Training Team possess over a fifteen
years of experience in designing and
conducting training programs for Communities,
Development sector professionals, Public
sector officers, Religious Minorities, lawyers,
women and youth led organization, Media
professionals, Political workers and Teachers of
community, private and public sector schools.



Training Needs Assessments



Developing Training Modules



Community Mobilization



Leadership Development



Basic Concepts of Politics and Democracy



Establishment of community schools



Citizens’ Education & Good Governance



Gender and Development

Education plays a crucial role in the development
strategy of any economy. International statistics
display that educated populations are positively
correlated with high economic growth rates, enhanced
labour productivity, social prosperity and sustainable
development.
Tahzeeb Development Foundation believes that
education is both i.e. means as well as the end to a
better life: the means because it empowers an
individual to earn his/her livelihood and the end
because it increases one’s awareness on a range of
issues from healthcare to appropriate social
behavior to understanding one’s rights – and in the
process help him/her evolve as a better citizen.
A team of Tahzeeb in Education & Literacy
component is dedicated to transform a good idea into
real change. That’s why every day is turning to be the
most innovative day for them to generate ideas into
workable solutions for local populace.
Democratic Governance

Donate To Reach Unreachable

Tahzeeb Development Foundation
Account No. 470408

Branch Code.9579
Address: Katchery Road Khairpur Mirs'
Sindh Pakistan

Democratic Governance
and Accountability are
principles whose application is essential to a country
achieving genuine democracy and development.
Good Governance brings along respect of human
rights, the rule of law, effective people’s
participation in development, as well as
transparent and accountable processes and
institutions.
Thus, Tahzeeb Development Foundation is
committed to
promoting democracy and good
governance, as the only sustainable way of addressing
development challenges anywhere in the country.

